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s appeal goes far beyond personal adornment.s key lairs, the guarantee of the pearl and its own
legendary mystical, restorative, and healing powers possess ignited imaginations for years and
years. But the pearl’Pearls have an incredible allure and beauty, all for starting as an irritating
speck of dust.  Treasured by royalty, stolen by pirates, and hoarded in dragon’    Always at the
elevation of style, the pearl offers enchanted and delighted seekers of beauty, rarity, wealth, and
power throughout history. Route of the Pearl captures the strength of this enduring symbol by
using the pearl as a metaphor for personal development.
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AN EXCELLENT, Inspirational Book to Offer Hope I've loved pearls for his or her symbolism, and
also have given many presents of pearls to friends and family. I enjoyed it quite definitely. The
book is very well written, the self-questions provide a helpful device, and it's really packed with all
kinds of interesting facts/information about pearls of most kinds. Lots to learn about the
creation of . Instead, Kelly starts with the premise that, as the oyster can threaten its own life by
inadvertently trapping detritus through the necessary acts of breathing and eating, so do human
beings suffer at times during the natural process of living. Thank you for the Path of the Pearl! I
bought another copy, in fact, to give as something special.Vishara Vedaauthor of The Signing up
for  The only reason I'm not giving five stars to this publication is normally because there are
some places where a mystical or new-agey emphasis seemed to snag the otherwise even flow...
Great publication! I gave a duplicate along with pearl earrings to each of my two daughters and
two daughter in laws. This was a fantastic read. It helps put your daily life in perspective. A real
inspirational book on self help. As the author discusses beautifully, pearls are a glowing
metaphor forever, struggle and hope. Best Self-reflection reserve ever! The idea that people, as
women, can draw courage and inspiration from the pearl. Have always loved the philosophy of
the book. I love to share this book with my girlfriends and over the years I've sent a duplicate of
the book to 12 of the friends. Beautifully Written with Deep Insights Route of the Pearl is a
spiritual journey using the oyster and pearl seeing that a metaphor for the nature of lifes highs
and lows... Path of the Pearl came as such a relief to me after the glut of self-help books which
concentrate exclusively on what each folks has done wrong inside our lives to deserve our latest
obstacle. They're in the form of poetry or fairy tales within the text, and at least one time I wasn't
sure how the section easily fit into to all of those other chapter. To absorb the struggles that
lifestyle throws us and emerge more powerful, and even more lustrous than before. A fitting
metaphor for today's troubled occasions, and a much needed balm for our already guilt-ridden
souls. However, it's an excellent book worthy of gift-giving. Beauty from adversity. profound
experience of being a Spiritual Becoming temporarily having a vivid experience of being in a
body. Mary's positive appear at life's journey is truly uplifting and inspiring!In my own
understanding, our surrender into whatever life offers up is an excellent that moves each of us
forward into a peaceful & Although we want to withstand our hard times - a lot of people can look
back again and find that they resulted in our greatest treasures. Mary is a way-shower through
this reserve and her lifestyle of how exactly to allow life to be a teacher and our "Treasure
Within". Great publication!The JoiningThe JoiningSend Me Someone I loved this! This book is
such an excellent source of strength and comfort. This is one of the best books and I've started
giving copies as gifts. To think that such a lovely gem -- a pearl -- comes out of damage and
tension to the oyster reminds people that we have within us what must be done to create pearls
of our very own. Utilizing the metaphor of the oyster which, as a way of avoiding further suffering
or death, surrounds the intrusion with layers of healing pearl nacre, Kelly describes methods for
us to transform life's accidents into gorgeous pearls to end up being cherished or discarded once
we see match. I'm on the path to becoming a strong and shiny pearl! Beautifully written I love
this book! Beautifully written evaluation of our inner trip with that of the precious pearl. Lots to
learn about the creation of a pearl, and the procedure it goes through as time passes to be as
admirable and exclusive.
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